Abstract: This paper introduces artificial immune to intrusion detection system through the analysis of the similarity of artificial immune and intrusion detection and puts forward a model of intrusion detection system based on artificial immune distributed agent. Firstly the system model structure is introduced and a hierarchical structure of intelligent agent is presented as well as a dynamic evolution model. At the same time a kind of vaccine immunization algorithm is put forward and network risk evaluation operator is given to evaluate real-time network security situation. This algorithm can keep the diversity of antibodies, and simultaneously has high convergence speed. The experimental results show that the proposed model has the feature of real-time processing that provides a good solution for heterogeneous fleet high-speed network environment.
INTRODUCTION
The security of computer network plays an important role in modern computer systems with the widespread use of network [1, 2] . Intrusion diction technology has become increasingly important in the area of network security research [3] . But the infrastructure of network becomes more complicated. More extensive application of distributed environment, mass storage, high bandwidth transmission speed and a few novel or cooperative intrusion happen constantly, which cause new interest in intrusion detection research [4, 5] . Soft computing is a novel method constructing computational intelligence system. How to construct high intelligent intrusion detection system is of great practical significance to obtain ability of self-learning and self-adapting in intrusion detection system and to satisfy the need of real time monitor and quick response in intrusion detection system [6, 7] .
Intelligence and distribution is the two hot research directions of intrusion detection. A distributed intrusion detection based on agent technology is superior to the traditional distributed technique and has become a hot spot in the field of distributed intrusion detection. An artificial immune system for E-mail classification was proposed in 2003 [8] . A soft computing intrusion detection system was proposed by Ajith Abraham in 2004 [9] . Using labeling to prevent cross-service attacks against smartphones is proposed by C. Mulliner in 2006 [10] . A study of android application security was proposed by Georgios Portokalidis in 2010 [11] . Malware detection on mobile devices using distributed machine learning was proposed in 2010 [12] . Behavior-based malware detection system for android was proposed in 2011 [13] . An android application sandbox system for suspicious software detection was proposed in 2010 [14] . Using machine learning for network intrusion detection was proposed in 2010 [15] . Estimation of distribution algorithm for optimization of neural networks for intrusion detection system was proposed by Y. Chen in 2006 [16] . An approach to implement a network intrusion detection system using genetic algorithms was proposed by M.M. Pillai [17] . Intrusion detection on sensor networks using emotional ants was proposed by S. Banerjee [18] . Development process of intrusion detection system is basically synchronous with the intruder's attack technology development, from the host based intrusion detection system to intrusion detection system based on network, and then to distributed intrusion detection system. Advanced intrusion technology presents the characteristics of distribution and collaboration, which requires that distributed intrusion detection system have characteristics of intelligence, distribution and cooperative work [19] [20] [21] .
In recent 20 years, attack types become more and more complex than it in the past, and intrusion detection systems need a new way to replace an important part of network protection. Immune system is defense mechanism of human, which can protect the body from a variety of pathogenic bacteria invasion. The two main types of immune system are specific immune and nonspecific immune. Nonspecific immune is also known as congenital immune. Specific immune is also called acquired immune through a study on the environment. Specific immune is a reflection of the body to adapt to the environment, completed by immune cells and it is a major object of study of immunology. The immune system is a complex system made up of immune active molecules, immune cells, immune tissues and organs. The immune function is mainly performed by T cells and B cells. B cells are an essential part of the immune system. B cell has three main functions, producing antibodies, presenting antigen and taking part in immune regulation. Main function of T cells is specific cells immune and immune regulation. AIS is a name of all kinds of information processing technology, computing technology and its application in engineering and science based on principle and mechanism of biological immune system. Natural immune system is a complex distrib-
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A R T I C L E uted information processing learning system which has the function of immune protection, immune tolerance, immune memory, immune surveillance and has strong adaptability, diversity, learning, memory and recognition characteristics. Rich ideas contained by its characteristics and mechanism provide a new opportunity to solve engineer problem, which has attracted wide interest of researchers both at home and abroad. Its application fields have gradually extended to pattern recognition, intelligent optimization, data mining, robotics, automatic control and fault diagnosis and many other fields. AIS is a hot research topic following the evolutionary algorithms, fuzzy system and neural network.
The immune system is an important part of the biology information processing system, which has task to protect the safety of the body and is essentially a large-scale distributed information processing system [4] [5] [6] [7] . It has the ability of self-learning, self-organization and the parallel processing at the same time. Cross part of biology and computer science are of great help for two subjects. Using computer to model biological systems will help to improve the understanding of biological systems. On the other hand, the understanding of mechanism hidden by biological systems can improve the way we design computer systems. Intrusion detection system has many similarities with the immune system, and they are charged with the mission of ensuring their safety and also distinguish "self" or "non-self" information. Therefore the applications of the technique of artificial immune to intrusion detection system will greatly improve the performance of the system. This paper firstly analyzes the basic principle of biological immune. By analyzing the similarity between the principle of artificial immune and intrusion detection, artificial immune is applied to intrusion detection system. This paper proposes a distributed intrusion detection agent model based on artificial immune system. It describes the application of agent to distributed information and safety protection in network security, and presents a hierarchical structure of the intelligent agent and dynamic evolution model. We also propose a vaccine extraction and vaccination algorithm, giving the network dangerous condition assessment operator and using the operator to evaluate real time network security situation.
The remainder of this review is divided into several sections, organized as follows In the next section, we introduce model structure of distributed intrusion detection agent model based on artificial immune system. In Section 3 we propose dynamic mode of this agent model. In Section 4, we test the performance of different network intrusion detection model. In Section 5 we conclude the paper and give some remarks.
MODEL STRUCTURE OF DISTRIBUTED INTRU-SION DETECTION AGENT MODEL BASED ON AR-TIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEM
The methods based on artificial immune have been used in the intrusion detection of computer security. In most practical applications, self and non-self is difficult to get accurate one-time definition. Legal network behavior may become a dangerous behavior tomorrow, so real time update of definition of self and non-self is necessary Normal behavior model is based on observable behavior of the system. Sensor agent is bottom components of intrusion detection model, and is in the main position, which is shown in Fig. (1) . The sensor agents are on a host computer to monitor changeable environment and search for abnormal behavior, which become the main location of intrusion-related information. Analysis agents are the middle components of the intrusion detection model, which accumulate and weight information collected by sensor agents. Manager agent is high-level components of intrusion detection model, which support system overall structure, which complete comprehensive analysis of information collected by alarm agent and analysis agents. Information agents are set up by sensors, which get information packets and passes to other sensors. Alarm agents are consisted of multiple blocks, including timestamp created by alert, intrusion detection time and embedded IP packet, network connection, network flow, CPU state, user status and processor status. How each agent works collaboratively is detailed below. Computer security system and the biological immune system have many similarities. A biological immune system can produce antibody to resist pathogens by dispersing B cells into A biological immune system can produce antibody to resist pathogens by B cells into the entire body. T cells can regulate the antibody level. Imitating biological immune cells, we set up a certain number of immune cells in the network(sensor agent), to perceive the surrounding environment. Distributed agents are deployed on the sensitive which are in urgent need of safety and protection the network. Sensor agent are divided into mature and memory sensor agent. Memory sensor agent will firstly match antigen, and eliminate non-self antigens. Memory sensor agent will have infinite life cycles, unless they are matched to the newly created self. It is obvious that a lot of memory sensor agent will be created. And mature cells evolve into memory cells or die in their life time. Once sensor agent detects attacks, cells begin to clone, and create a large number of similar cells against the fierce attack, at the same time remind network risk level. Once the network risk reduces, the number of cell antibodies will reduce accordingly. The total number and type of agent affects the density and type of attack. Sensor agents can be divided into three categories according to their own evolution process, which are immature, mature and memory detectors. Dynamic evolution of agent is shown in Fig. (2) .
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In the model, antigen is defined as network behavior and feature of service.
. Antigens are fixed length of binary strings from IP packets in the network. Antigen includes the source IP address, destination IP address, port, protocol type, IP sign, IP packet length, the TCP/UDP/ICMP domain and so on. The structure of the antibody is the same with structure of antigen. For intrusion detection, non-self sets represent the IP packet from the computer network attack, and self sets are normal web service transactions. Ag set includes two subsets Self Ag and Nonself Ag .
Self Nonself Ag = , Self Nonself = .
For the convenience of using antigen domain of x, we use a subscript operator ". " for a particular domain of x. In the model, agent set SA is made up of agents. 
The matching function is defined as (6).
Vaccine va is defined as follows. 
DYNAMIC MODE OF THE MODEL
Initial immature agent is generated in a random way. After the algorithm completes an evolutionary process, if the number of iterations is smaller than a given value, then enter the next iteration process. At this time, it is necessary to produce the next generation of immature agent, on the one hand in order to make the child population find local optimal antibody in this subgroup with a high accuracy. On the other hand avoid too replication of similar antibody and improve the generalization ability of the whole antibody population to search target of interest within the largest scope. The algorithm has good global search ability. First of all, memory antibody is clustered. Choose several optimal individuals in each classification of memory antibody as excellent representative of a class to form a population. Do crossover and mutation operation on the population, then go into the next generation of immature antibody collection. In a real time network environment, some network services and behaviors often change, and these changes are allowed in the past, but it may not be allowed in the future. 
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. Formula (11) describes life cycle of mature agent, which simulates mature agent to evolve to the next generation. All mature agents have a fixed life cycle . If a mature agent can match enough antigen in its life cycle, it will evolve into a memory agent. If a mature agent can not match enough antigen in its life cycle, this agent will be deleted and is replaced by newly generated mature agent.
( ) new
Mat t is the new generation of mature agent set.
( ) de
Mat t is mature agent set, which can not match with antigen. ( ) S t simulates agent set after one step evolution.
' ( ) S t indicates the mature agent set through further evolution.
( ) ac Mat t mature agent sets which degenerate as the least recently used memory set. 0 T > and 1 > , because degenerate memory agent set has better detection capability than mature agent set. When the same antigen appears, it will immediately be detected by memory agent set. In the life cycle of mature agent set, agents of invalid classification of antigen will die in the clone selection process. Therefore, when abnormal behaviors invade system, the method can strengthen the detection efficiency. Dynamic memory agent mode is expressed as follows. 
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Mem is memory agent set immediately activated by antigen. The mature agency matching antigen will be immediately activated and translated into memory agent. Step1. Each vaccine records its life cycle and vaccination effect evaluation.
Step2. If a vaccine does not achieve effect evaluation value in the specified life period, it will be removed from the vaccine library.
System imitates realization process of metabolism and competition through continuous response. So system assesses security of the network by perception of risk around. 
According to (24) and (25), we can get the network risk state and evaluate real-time network security.
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Experiment is done on heterogeneous fleet with a total of 16 nodes, including six HPDX PC machines, 2 IBM Netvista PC machines and 8 Netvista MPC machines. Operating system running on each node is RedHatLinux9 and we use Lincoln lab data set to simulate network traffic.
Kdd_cup.data_10_percent.gz in KDD data set is taken as testing data and this data set has labeled data. The normal samples are labeled as normal samples. Attack samples are marked with attack name such as smurf, land. We divide data set into training set Trainset and testing set Testset. Testing set contains a small number of samples which do not appear in the training set. Trainset is used for training in the simulation and Testset is used to detect efficiency of algorithm. We extract samples in kdd_cup.data_10_percent.gz, which is divides into 5 groups to train testing data set. Each training set contains 8000 samples and the number of normal sample and abnormal sample is 4000. Each testing set contains 2000 samples. In KDD data set, some types of attack samples are too small, which are not suitable for testing, so choose the following 16 kinds of attack testing samples, back, buffer-overflew, guess-pass,imap, ip sweep, land, neptune, nmap, pod, portsweep, rootkit, satan, smurf, teardrop, warezelien, warezmaste. Feature attribute adopts each network connection to record nine attributes of basic TCP characteristic, protocol-type, service (purpose site service type), connection time, src_bytes(the number of bytes of the source host to destination host), dst_ bytes (the number of bytes of destination host to the source host ), flag(connection state), land (whether the source main host and the destination host have the same port), wrong_fragment(error subdivision number), urgent(the number of emergency packet). Value of feature attribute is encoded to binary string of 128 bits as antigen.
It can be seen from dynamic evolution process of the agent, that value of tolerance period Tl changes with the values of TP and FP inversely. Because increasing of Tl value makes the immature antibodies experience a sufficient long time of tolerance, the generated memory antibodies have low probability to match themselves, thereby reducing the value of false alarm rate FP. At the same time, the increasing of Tl 
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value makes the number of mature antibody decrease, and thus reduces the number of memory antibodies and value of detection rate TP is reduced.
Death age of T2 of mature antibodies are inversely proportional to the values of FP and TP. This is because the increasing of T2 makes life period of mature antibodies lengthen and probability of matching threshold increase, which makes the probability of generating memory antibodies increase and values of TP and FP increase. If value of activating threshold A is bigger, probability of mature antibody transformed into memory antibody is reduced, so the value of A is inversely proportional to the number of memory antibodies, which also is inversely proportional to the values of TP and FP. Matching number r is inversely proportional to the values of FP and TP. This is because the increasing of r makes the probability of antibody matching with itself and non-self reduced. So TP and FP has decreased and take length of the tolerance period T1=40, mature antibody lifetime T2=50. For further analysis of system performance of the model, this algorithm is compared with D-SCIDS proposed by Snapp and receiver operating characteristic curve is shown in Fig. (3) . Roc is the most commonly used curve which is used to describe ability of intrusion detection algorithm. X axis of ROC often denotes false alarm rate and Y axis denotes detection rate under different false alarm rate.
In the case of a very low false alarm rate, intrusion detection method based on artificial immune distributed agent can get higher detection rate than D-SCIDS intrusion detection method. In high-speed network fleet environment, this model can achieve good detection performance. With increasing of the number of iterations, detection rate of the system is improved. In the experiment, affinity calculation uses algorithm with r number of continuous matching rules and r=8. Initial the number of self set and n=40, the number of the new generation of immature cells is 4, mature antibody activation threshold value is A = 5, cloning rate is 5%, the cross rate is 0.105, and mutation rate is 0.103. The detection performance of the system is shown in Table 1 .
Detection performance of distributed agent model based on artificial immune is compared with other models, which is shown in Table 2 . Detection accuracy of proposed algorithm on U2R data set is 97.50%, detection accuracy of SVM algorithm on U2R data set is 64.00%, detection accuracy of BP algorithm on U2R data set is 48.00%. Detection accuracy of proposed algorithm on R2L data set is 93.70%, detection accuracy of SVM algorithm on R2L data set is 97.33%, detection accuracy of BP algorithm on R2L data set is 95.02%. Detection accuracy of proposed algorithm on DOS data set is 97.33%, detection accuracy of SVM algorithm on DOS data set is 99.11%, detection accuracy of BP algorithm on U2R data set is 97.47%. Detection accuracy of proposed algorithm on Probe data set is 96.25%, detection accuracy of SVM algorithm on Probe data set is 98.57%. From the view of classification accuracy, average performance of distributed agent intrusion detection based on artificial immune is superior to other algorithms. The proposed model has good stability for different types of attacks and has higher detection rate on U2R data set, which is difficult to detect. 
CONCLUSION
In information security areas, detecting unknown intrusion activities becomes more and more important at present, traditional anomaly detection systems face problems on following aspects: updating normal profiles; dynamic real-time detection; distributed detection. New intrusion detection approach based on Biological Immune System principle provides solutions to settle many difficulties that traditional anomaly intrusion detection encountered. But nowadays immune intrusion detection techniques are in their early 
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